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In this article I will show that sometime before the end of the 14th century a now lost abridgement of
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie (1220) was made, and that three closely related Italian treatises on geometry
from the 14th and 15th centuries were copied from this abridgement. The contents of the three manuscripts are
compared closely with those of De pratica geometrie. Rather than being a chapter-by-chapter description of the
treatises, my comparison is organized under the headings Basic Deﬁnitions, Pisan Measurements, Figures to be
Measured, Tools for Measuring, and Examples of Measurements.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Estratto
Nel corso della mia dissertazione intendo dimostrare che tre trattati italiani risalenti al XIVo e al XVo secolo
furono copiati da un compendio pubblicato verso la ﬁne del XIVo secolo del testo di Fibonacci De practica
geometrie (1220). Il contenuto dei tre manoscritti e´ attentamente esaminato e confrontato con quello del testo
di Fibonacci, e la risultante trattazione e´ organizzata in sezioni intitolate Deﬁnizione di base, Unita` di misura
Pisane, Forme a misurare, Strumenti per la misurazione, ed Esempi di unita` di misura.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
MSC: 01A35
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mathematics1. Introduction
In 1220 Leonardo da Pisa (ca. 1170–1245, a.k.a. Fibonacci) presented to his dear friend
Domenico a copy of De practica geometrie.1 A recognized complement to his Liber Abaci0315-0860/$ - see front matter  2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2009.09.003
* Corresponding author. Fax: +1 818 345 6468.
E-mail address: barnabashughes@hotmail.com
1 Transcribed by Boncompagni [1862], cited below as B, and translated with commentary by
Hughes [2008].
616 B. Hughesand an invaluable asset to land measurers (agrimensores), the geometry treatise was copied
several times. Yet it was bulky, not the sort of handbook that an agrimensor would carry
with him or from which a teacher could easily lecture. Hence, as I will show in this article,
in the next century an agrimensor or an enterprising schoolmaster capitalized on the inher-
ent value of the treatise. He copied and adapted all the information he considered useful
into an Italian synopsis ready for use. He crafted a text carefully explaining to future land
measurers how to describe, measure, and divide parcels of land in and around Pisa that
would form the scope of their profession. The abridged treatise would include all the def-
initions necessary to comprehend and compute with the plane ﬁgures that describe land
masses, the tools necessary for measuring them, and the units of measurement that would
complete the descriptions. Additionally he selected suﬃcient examples to clarify and rein-
force the foregoing. Apparently dissatisﬁed with the meager contents on measuring heights
of towers and depths of wells in Chapter 7 of De practica geometrie, he excerpted a richer
portion on the same topics from the Geometria usually ascribed to Gerbert d’Aurillac.2
Then he arranged the material under appropriate chapter headings much like those in
Fibonacci’s masterwork. Finally he acknowledged his principal resource by naming the
treatise “De practica geometrie Mi Leonardi Pisani.” At least three Pisan citizens copied
this abridgement. The ﬁrst two copies were nearly contemporaneous in the late 14th
century, though one remains unﬁnished, and the third copy was an enlargement made in
1442.
After describing the three Italian manuscripts, the study will show that they are concep-
tually and sequentially the same, and that the sole transcription in print can be used with
conﬁdence for further research. Further, each chapter is described topically. The source of
the topics in Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie is highlighted. Finally the contents are sum-
marized under ﬁve headings: Basic Deﬁnitions, Pisan Units of Measurement, Figures to be
Measured, Tools for Measuring, and Measuring the Figures. Appendix I oﬀers a concor-
dance of material between the Arrighi [1966] transcription of one manuscript and
Boncompagni’s [1862] transcription of Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie. Appendix II
proposes an alternate hypothesis as to the origin of the three Italian manuscripts.
2. Descriptions of the manuscripts
2.1. Vatican Library, Chigi E.VII. 234 (xiv c.), ﬀ. 1r–31v. (Cited below as E)
Title Incipit practica geometrie magistri Leonardi pisani
Incipit Qvi uuole sapere dela micura de la terra si de intendere che llarte tracta sopra 5
chose.
Conclusion. . . . puoi sapere tucte le profondita dei possi.
Explicit Explicit practica geometrie
The manuscript of 41 lines to the folio side describes title and chapter headings in
Latin and seems complete. That is, the table of contents lists seven chapters and there2 Edited by Bubnov [1899], cited below as G.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 617are seven. The ﬁrst six chapters, as will be seen below, are based on appropriate sections
of De practica geometrie. The seventh is taken nearly word for word from Gerbert’s
Geometria. Considering the respective number of folios recto and verso, the average
number of words and of lines, and regardless of the diﬀerence of languages, manuscript
E contains about 22% of the content of Boncompagni’s transcription of De practica
geometrie. If not written in Pisa, it would seem to have been composed by someone
literate in the Pisan idiom.3 Scribe E completed the work and dressed it with fancy
capitals. To my knowledge there is no published transcription of E.
Bibliography Handwritten catalog of the Chigi collection, # 1264.
2.2. Vatican Library, Chigi M.V. 104, (xiv c.), ﬀ. 1r–40v. (Cited below as M)
Title None
Incipit [Q]vi uole sapere del mistieri dela misura si de intendere che larte tracta sopra 5
chose.
Conclusion . . . per che la archi afb et bhe et eig sono equali.
Explicit None.
The manuscript of 29 lines to the folio side is without title, chapter headings, or
explicit, and is incomplete. That is, the table of contents lists eight chapters and there
are six. As with manuscript E, the six chapters of manuscript M are based on appropriate
sections of De practica geometrie. The folios were clearly formatted for decorated
capitals. Further the manuscript has two numbered but blank folios 28r,v and 29r,v.
The missing text amounts to 120 lines. The scribe had stopped at the completion of a
sentence a fourth of the way along line 26 on f. 26v to leave two and three quarters
of a line blank on that folio. The missing text is easily supplied by 132 lines from Chigi
E.VIII. 234, f. 21v:12 to f. 22v:12.4 The text in M continues on f. 30r:1, “trignulo abe chel
lato de bd sie iguale del lato di . . .,” which matches what appears in E f. 22v:12. An
anomaly in M intrudes after f. 35r; namely, f. 34v is recopied on f. 35v and f. 35r is
recopied on f. 36r. The text picks up again on f. 36v continuing with what should be
the content of f. 35v. Further, treatise M stops at the end of Chapter 6. The noteworthy
table of contents on f. 8r announces a diﬀerent seventh chapter for the measurement of
“le corpera e le possi e le cisterne” and a signiﬁcant addition to the eighth chapter
(seventh in the other mss). Both of these diﬀerences are discussed below. Apart from
lengthy excerpts by Baldelli, no published transcription of M has been found. Baldelli
established in extenso that this manuscript was composed in Pisan Italian.
Bibliography Baldelli [1965].3 While no linguistic analysis of the manuscript has been found, at least half of the characteristics
used by Baldelli [1965, 78–80], to identify manuscript M as Pisan are present in E.
4 A colon separates a page or folio number from a line number. References lacking f are page
numbers.
618 B. Hughes2.3. Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana 2186 [olim R. III. 25] (1442), ﬀ. 92r–125v. (Cited
below as R)
Title Qui incomincia la pratica della geometria di Mo Leonardo pisano
Incipit Qualunqua persona volesse studiare l’arte della geometria . . .
Conclusion . . . puoi sapere tucte le profondita de possi.
Explicit Explicit Practiche geometrie
The manuscript of 40 3 lines to the folio side describes title, chapter, and sectional
headings in Italian and seems complete. That is, the table of contents lists seven chapters
and there are seven. As with manuscript E, the ﬁrst six chapters of manuscript R are
based on appropriate sections of De practica geometrie, the seventh having been taken
nearly word for word from Gerbert’s Geometria. While containing the same seven chap-
ters as E, this work incorporated three additional passages that separate additions from
the other two manuscripts. First is Hero’s procedure for ﬁnding the area of a triangle
given the lengths of its sides (f. 47:9–40). Second is a unique Table of Arcs and Chords
with commentary (ﬀ. 68:30–73:37). And third is a direct reference to De practica geomet-
rie by name (f. 71:21). None of these are in either Chigi manuscript. This is clear evidence
that the scribe was very familiar with Fibonacci’s magisterial work. Finally, the scribe of
this tract left no doubt about his identity: Cristofano di Gherardo di Dino citadino pisano.
This appears on f. 9r at the beginning of the ﬁrst tract in the book where he wrote the
date of composition, “di prima di Maggio 1442.” Arrighi transcribed the manuscript.
Bibliography Arrighi [1966].
At least this much seems certain: persons ﬂuent in the Pisan dialect of Italian transcribed
the three manuscripts. With this preparation the relationship of the manuscripts to one
another is investigated.
3. The interrelationships of the manuscripts
Comparing and contrasting the three texts oﬀer insight into their relationships to one
another and to Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie. Consider this paragraph from
Fibonacci’s treatise:Cumque per centrum aliqua recta protracta fuerit et terminata in utraque parte periferie,
illa recta dyameter circuli nuncupatur que dividit circulum in duas equas portiones. Qua-
rum unaqueque semicirculus dicitur. Portio vero circuli est ﬁgura, que continentur sub
circuli periferia et recta linea sive maior vel minor sit semicirculo. Sector vero circuli
est quedam plana ﬁgura contempta sub duabus rectis a centro ad periferiam deductis
et arcu periferie ab ipsis rectis comprehenso [B 1:40–2:5].Translations of this paragraph from the manuscripts can be found in Table 1.
The comparison lends credence to three claims. First, the manuscripts are for the most
part but not completely equivalent in content. The approach to identity is born out by the
following. Only ten lines in E were found that are not in R, and except for noted additions
eight lines in R are not in E or M. Obviously neither E nor R could have been copied from
the incomplete M. Ignoring the seven lines missing at the end of Chapter 6 in M, at least
98% of M is found in R continuously from pp. 23:3 to 68:19 and pp. 76:22 to 92:40. Slightly
Table 1
Three excerpts.
from E f. 1v:4–15 from M f. 1v:20–32 from R f. 24:7–19
Diametro de lo cerchio este
ﬁgura linea ricta che de
tracta dentro dal cerchio e
passa per lo centro del
cerchio e de terminata
danburo parte de la pariferia
del cerchio. Lo quale
diametro parte lo cherchio
in 2 parti equali. Mecco
cerchio sie ﬁgura che si
contiene sotto due termini
dei quali luno sie lo
diametro del cerchio ellaltra
sie mecco la periferia del
cerchio. Parte di cerchio sie
ﬁgura che si contiene socto
una linea ricta e socto una
parte de la periferia, sia pio
uel meno di mecco cerchio.
Sectore sie una ﬁgura la
quale si contiene socto 2
linee ricte e uno archo cioe
una parte de la periferia.
Diametro de lo cerchio este
ﬁgura linea ricta che de
tracta dentro dal cerchio e
passa per lo centro del
cerchio e de terminata in
anbur parti de la pariferia
del cerchio. Lo quale
diametro parte lo cherchio
in du parti equali. Meco
cerchio este ﬁgura che si
contiene sotto due termini
dei quali lun este lo diametro
del cerchio e laltreste meco
la periferia del cerchio. Parte
di cerchio este ﬁgura che si
contiene sotto una linea ricta
e sotto la periferia del
cerchio, sia piu o meno di
meco cerchio. Settore di
cercio este una ﬁgura piana
che si contiene sotto due
linee ricte e un arco de la
periferia.
Diamitro del cerchio e una
linea ricta che de tracta
dentro del cerchio e passa
per lo centro et e terminata
da anburo parte della
periferia. Lo quale diamitro
parte lo cerchio in 2 parte
eghuale. Mezzo cerchio sie
ﬁghura che si contiene socto
a 2 terminj dequale luno sie
lo diamitro del cherchio e
l’altro sie mezzo la periferia
del cerchio. Parte di cerchio
sie ﬁghura che si contiene
socto una linea ricta e socto
una parte della periferia, sia
piu vel meno di mezzo
cerchio. Sectore di cerchio
sie una ﬁghura la quale si
contiene socto 2 linee ricte et
uno arco, cio e una parte
della periferia.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 619more than 95% of E corresponds to parallel texts in R continuously from pp. 23:3 to 68:30
and pp. 74:3 to 96:6. The break in R locates the added Table of Arcs and Chords with atten-
dant instructions. There is no break in either M f. 15v:1 or E f. 12v:1 for the inclusion of
Hero’s formula, which occurs in R 47:9–40. Ignoring the seven lines missing in M and the
lack of Chapter 7 in E, these two texts are substantially the same and are found in R. In
short, on the basis of congruence of parallel passages, nearly all of M can be found in E
and nearly all of E can be found in R, the copy made by Cristofano in 1442. This suggests
the second claim: Cristofano probably had at hand manuscript E (or a copy) as his exem-
plar. If Hero’s formula and the Table in R are ignored, the correspondence between R and
E approaches 99%. Finally, the three manuscripts contain translations of many parts of
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie. There are at least 269 passages in R that match corre-
sponding passages in the Latin text of De practica geometrie transcribed by Boncompagni.
A concordance of matching passages in R and B appears in Appendix I.
The diﬀerences among the manuscripts, most found in M, oﬀer contrast. The ﬁrst signif-
icant textual diﬀerence is the eighth axiom posited byM f. 2v:9–20, “E quelle cose sono met-
ta duna cosa inter loro sono simuglante inter eiquali.” It is not found in E f. 2r:11–24 or R
25:19. Equally noteworthy is an addition by M f. 8r of a heading for an extra chapter that it
numbers 7, “di mizurare de corpora e i possi e le citerne.” It is not found in E f. 30v:1 or R
34:35. Nor do E and R discuss “solids, ponds, and cisterns.” Next, E f. 2v:30–33 shows a
well-fashioned columnar table of equivalences between soldi and schale from 12 soldi to 1
schale to 96 soldi to 8 schale in seven increments of 12 soldi that is copied but not so elegantly
by R 26:24–33. On the other hand, after listing just the ﬁrst two equivalences, scribe M f.
620 B. Hughes3v:7–8 generalizes those remaining with the statement, “e cusi intende da inde innansi per
lampposta del 12.” Further, E f. 3r oﬀers a formal table of equivalences between pertiche
and panora from “5 1
2
pertiche sono 1 panoro” to “99 pertiche sono 18 panora” in increments
of 5 1
2
pertiche. Apparently because the pattern of increases is so obvious, R 27:12 begins the
table as does E but discontinues it after “e le pertiche 38 1
2
sono 7 panora.”Mhas less. Begin-
ning with 5 1
2
pertiche the pattern moves to 11 pertiche. Thereafter M f. 3v:20–25 uses incre-
ments of 11 pertiche to reach 100 panora instead of 99. The only signiﬁcant break in the
parallelism among E, M, and R is the lengthy paragraph more easily seen in R 68:20–31 that
appears in E f. 20v:41–21r:12 but not in M f. 28v:26. Be it noted, however, that the missing
eleven lines would have appeared on the next folio of M that itself is missing.
The most spectacular diﬀerence between M and E (and hence R) is seen in their respec-
tive conclusions of the description in the table of contents of Chapter 8 (Chapter 7 in E and
R). Scribe M ﬁnished with “d’arte chose” and scribe E with “d’altre cose.” The ordinary
meaning of cosa is thing, a word that can refer to almost anything. But in medieval mathe-
matics, cosa had acquired an additional meaning. In 1328 Paolo Gerardi employed the
phrase Regolle delle cose to describe methods for solving equations.5 In 1344 Maestro
Dardi of Pisa composed Aliabraa Argibra, a compendium of 194 solved equations in which
the words cosa appears throughout in the abbreviated form c.6 In the algebra of the
abacists cosa represents the ﬁrst degree unknown, the x of today, and by transference
the science of algebra itself. Further, Fibonacci demonstrated algebra at length in De
practica geometrie, where the Latin word res for thing or cosa appears frequently.7 If scribe
M were announcing algebraic solutions to some problems for his ﬁnal chapter, then it
would seem that he had access to a copy of De practica gemetrie that contains algebraic
examples.8 How unfortunate that scribe M never ﬁnished the task.
A lingering issue, tentative conclusions, and a plausible genealogy bring this discussion to
an end. The lingering issue: which version,M or E, reﬂects the abridgement? There is enough
congruence between the two manuscripts to permit sidestepping the question. The congru-
ence is explained by having scribes E andM copying from the same Italian abridgement that
contains the extra chapter. The scribe of E might have omitted the chapter for the reason
that he wanted a manual for land measurers, for whom he thought the measurement of
“solids, wells, and cisterns” was of no immediate interest. The scribe of Mmight have incor-
porated it because, observing that “solids, wells, and cisterns” exist on land masses, they
should therefore be of interest to land measurers. The scribe of R appears to have copied
from manuscript E and was probably unaware of the chapter unique to M.
The previous discussion suggests these tentative conclusions. First, for the most part the
three Italian texts are excerpts of the same passages in Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie.
Second, lacking strong contrary evidence, it would seem that E and M are independently
adapted copies of the abridgment and that R was copied and adapted from E. Finally,
Arrighi’s transcription of R can be safely consulted for textual research with conﬁdence
in its validity and reliability. The foregoing suggests a plausible genealogy of the manu-
scripts:5 Van Egmond [1978, 159].
6 See Franci [2001] for a transcription of the complete text in codex I.VI. 17 of Biblioteca
Comunale di Siena. For a list of the solved equations, see Van Egmond [1983, 399–421]. For a
description of the Tempe codex see Hughes [1987, 167–172].
7 Hughes [2008, 113 ﬀ].
8 Hughes [2008, 59].
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Accepting Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie as the source for the abridgement, I oﬀer
this scenario of how it was crafted. The task the abridger set himself was daunting, to create
a small manual from a large reference work. First he had to select the concepts and skills he
judged necessary for an agrimensor. This required him to read through the treatise and
mark those passages that suited his purpose. Then he translated them verbatim or with
some modiﬁcation. Next he arranged the selections into a practicable order that he called
partes (chapters), each described succinctly at the beginning of the arrangement. Finally he
supplemented and completed his text with original and borrowed material. Regardless of
the correctness of the assumed procedure (perhaps several colleagues assisted in the work),
the selection of material for the abridgement can be determined. These items are identiﬁed
in bold print in the table of contents of De practica geometrie9 in Table 2. The selections,
many taken literally, others reworded for greater usefulness, form the core of the abridge-
ment. The complete Table of Contents of De Practica geometrie is shown to indicate also
what was not included in the synopsis. Table 2 clearly identiﬁes the concepts and skills that
met the needs of the abridger and those not so useful and hence not included.
His next step was to arrange the selections to ﬁt his purposes, as shown in Table 3. There
are three parts to his arrangement. First is an introduction with necessary information
upon which the rest of the tract is based. Second, numbered lines display topical names
of the seven chapters (partes) unaccompanied in the manuscripts by additional informa-
tion. I have added the information that does appear to provide an overview of how the
abridger arranged the material that he had excerpted from De practica geometrie. And third
are the chapters with all the details.
I conclude from the foregoing that, apart from several exceptions to be identiﬁed below
in the footnotes to the description of the topics, the abridger excerpted from Fibonacci’s De
practica geometrie the material for his ﬁrst six chapters. Not satisﬁed with the few concepts,9 See Hughes [2008, xi–xiv]; numerals between square brackets refer to numbered paragraphs
within chapters of the translation.
Table 2
Table of contents of De practica geometrie.
Prologue and Introduction of De practica geometrie
Deﬁnitions [1], Properties of Figures [2], Geometric Constructions [3], Axioms [4], Pisan Measures [5],
Computing with Measures [6–8]
Chapter 1 Areas of Rectangular Fields
1.1. Area of Squares [1]
1.2. Areas of Rectangles: Method 1 [2–30], Method 2 [31–45]
1.2. Keeping Count with Feet [13]
Chapter 2 Roots of Numbers
2.1. Finding Square Roots: Integral Roots [1–22], Irrational Roots [23–24], Fractional Roots [40–42]
2.2. Operating with Roots: Multiplication [25–27], Addition [28–32], Subtraction [33–37], Division
[38–39]
Chapter 3 Measuring Fields
3.1. Measuring Triangles: General [1–6], Pythagorean Theorem [7–8], Right Triangles [9–13], Acute Tri-
angles [14–25],Oblique Triangles [26–41], Hero’s Theorem [31], Surveyors’ Method [42–43], Ratios/
Properties of Triangles [44], Lines Falling Within a Single Triangle [44–49], Lines Falling Outside a
Single Triangle [50–67], Composition of Ratios [68], Excision of Ratios [69], Conjunction of
Ratios [70–78], Combination of Ratios [79–82]
3.2. Measuring Quadrilaterals: General [83], Algebraic/Geometric Model [84–94], Squares [95–96],
Algebraic Method [97–106], Rectangles [107–138], Multiple Solutions [139–146], Other Quadrilat-
erals [147], Rhombus [148–164], Rhomboids [165–168], Concave Quadrilaterals [182], Convex Quad-
rilaterals [182]
3.3. Multisided Fields [183–187]
3.4. Circle and Its Parts: Areas [188–193], p [194–200], Arc Lengths and Chords [201–207, 210], Ptol-
emy’s Theorem [208–209, 232], Sectors and Segments [220–226], Inscribed Figures [227–231,
233–239]
3.5. Fields on Mountain Sides [240–247], Archipendium [242]
Chapter 4 Division of Fields
4.1. Multisided Figures: Triangles [1–26], Parallelograms [27–31], Trapezoids [32–56], Quadrilaterals
with unequal sides [57–64, 66–69], Squares [65], Pentagons [70–75]
4.2. Circles: General [76–81], Semicircles [82–83, 85], Segments [84, 86]
Chapter 5 Cube Roots
5.1. Finding Cube Roots [1–11]
5.2. Finding Numbers in Continued Proportions: Archytas’ Method [12], Philo’s Method [13], Plato’s
Method [14–15]
5.3. Computing with Cube Roots: Multiplication [16], Division [17], Addition and Subtraction [18–23]
Chapter 6 Measuring Bodies
6.1. Deﬁnitions [1–3], Euclidean Resources [4–10], Various Areas and Volumes: Parallelepipeds [11–
18], Wedge [19–20], Column [21–25]
6.2. Pyramids [26–41, 44], Cones [42–43]
6.3. Spheres [45–53], Surface Area and Volume [54–60], Inscribed Cube [61–67], Ratios of Volumes
[68–73], Other Solids [74. 76–84]
6.4. Divide a Line in Mean and Extreme Ratio [75]
Chapter 7. Measuring Heights
7.1. Diﬀerent Heights [1–3]
7.2. Tools: Triangle [4], Quadrant [5–9]
7.3. Table of Arcs and Chords [211–219]
Chapter 8. Measuring Pentagons and Decagons
8.1. Pentagons [1–2], [6–7], [10–12], [16–18], [21–22], [25–26]
8.2. Decagons [3–5], [8–9], [13–15], [19], [23–24], [27]
8.3. Triangles [20]
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Table 3
Contents of the abridgement.
Introduction
 List and deﬁnitions of geometric ﬁgures: point, line, triangle, quadrilateral, solid
 Accepted results where operating with equal and unequal quantities
 Pisan units of measurement both linear and areal
 Examples of numerical problems including terms of measurement.
Table of Contents
1. How to measure the areas and parts of triangles.
 Six kinds: right, acute, obtuse, scalene, equilateral, isosceles.
 Constructing parallel lines.
 Computing measures of sides of triangle by the Pythagorean Theorem and techniques based on Euclid,
Elements, II.12 & 13.
 Computing square roots by the Hindu method.
 Using a tape measure to ﬁnd the altitude of a triangle.
2. How to measure non-rectangular quadrilaterals.
 Nine kinds of rectangles.
 Two parallelograms called rhombus and rhomboid.
 Five kinds of trapezoids.
 Kites and concave quadrilaterals.
3. How to measure other polygons.
 Computing areas of pentagon and hexagon by triangulation.
 Computing areas of ﬁgures with bulging or dented sides by what approximates inﬁnite series.
4. How to measure circles and their parts.
 Finding the area of circle by inscribing a square and then building triangles on its sides and their sides,
ﬁnally computing all the areas of all these rectilinear ﬁgures.
 Computing the area of a sector and a segment.
 Computing the lengths of arcs (without the Table of Arcs and Chords found in R).
 Computing the area of ovals.
5. How to measure land along the side of hills and mountains or down in valleys.
 Construction and use of the Archipendulum.
6. How to divide land among partners and houses between spouses.
 Dividing triangular land masses in equal and unequal parts.
 Nine cases for dividing three quadrilateral land masses.
 Dividing three kinds of hexagonal land masses.
 Dividing circles in four parts.
7. How to use instruments for measuring sides of hills and mountains.
 The instruments are 1 and 2 staﬀs, 1 and 2 mirrors, a square quadrant.
Using the instruments to create similar triangles.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 623rules, and instruments in Fibonacci’s Chapter 7, the abridger went to Gerbert’s Geometria
as a resource for his Chapter 7. He excerpted verbatim the material identiﬁed below to cre-
ate a much more comprehensive part. In all that follows the abridger is credited with the
text except where mention of Fibonacci is required. Textual citations for the abridger are
to R. Arrighi’s transcription, which is so easily accessible that for all practical purposes
we may use it as the treatise composed by the abridger. How may we view it?
A very common and usually acceptable way of presenting a synopsis of material in a
given work is to present the concepts and skills as they appear, chapter by chapter, perhaps
Table 4
Linear measurements.
Rod
pertica
3 m
Foot
pie`
50 cm
Inch
uncia
2.78 cm
Point
punto
1.4 mm
Grain
granello
.7 mm
1
1 2
1 20 40
1 18 360 7200
1 6 108 2160 4320
624 B. Hughesin an abbreviated format. There is no question that this format is quite satisfactory for pre-
senting a detailed overview of a textbook. In fact, the abridgement was written this way for
ease in learning by the student or for quick reference by the practitioner. The table of con-
tents of Fibonacci’s work in Table 2 clearly shows the material that the abridger excerpted.
The table of contents in Table 3 shows equally well how he arranged the selections. The
weakness of such a synoptic format, however, is that it does not display the ingenuity of
the abridger in selecting the components of his tract. To demonstrate better his expertise
in choosing the material for the treatise, the crucial concepts and skills have been gathered
under ﬁve speciﬁc headings as follows.
4.1. Basic deﬁnitions
After a brief overview of what the student can expect in the Introduction, the abridger
lays downs deﬁnitions of common geometric terms.10 ZuA point is a thing that exists and cannot be divided. A line is length without width and
with points at its ends. A straight line is a line that goes directly from one point to the
other. An angle is the inclining of two lines that touch together and do not lie on one
another. . . . A plane is a thing that is long and wide, and the ends of the plane are
lines. . . . A solid is a thing that is long and wide and high like houses. . . . A circle is like
a round ﬁeld that can be contained within one boundary. Within the circle is a point
called the center such that all lines joining the periphery are equal. [R 23–24 passim]Following the deﬁnitions are observations on the eﬀect of adding equal numbers to equal
and unequal other numbers, usually but not here called common notions or axioms. Then
the units of measurement used in Pisa are explained.
4.2. Pisan units of measurement
In De practica geometrie Fibonacci named terms of measurement from other communi-
ties beside Pisa before settling upon those of his own commune. The abridger oﬀers only
Pisan terms with this resume, “One rod equals 6 feet, 1 foot equals 18 inches, 1 inch equals
18 points, and 2 points equal the size of 1 grain of wheat” [R 26:3–4]. A linear rod is about
2.918 m.10 The interrelationships are seen in Table 4, where the numbers in italics are given
in R. The others were extrapolated from the cited numbers.pko [1981, 190].
Table 5
Areal measurements.
Modiorum
moggio
Staiorum
staioro
Panis
panora
Scala
scala
Rod
pertica
Soldus
soldo
Foot
pie`
Denaier
denario
Inch
uncia
1
1 3
1 6 18
1 2 12 36
1 3 6 36 108
1 4 12 24 144 432
1 1.375 5.5 16.5 33 198 594
1 12 16.5 66 198 396 2 376 7 128
1 24 288 396 1 584 4 752 9 504 57 024 171 072
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 625A similar set of terms is used for areal measurement (see Table 5). Here we need be cau-
tious, because areas are computed not by so many unit squares but by unit rectangular
strips named by their lateral diﬀerences. That is, the length is always the same (1 rod)
and the width can vary. The unit of variance names the unit of area. For example, 1 areal
inch measures 1 inch by 1 rod. The unit, here 1 areal inch, may appear under another name,
one third of a denier of measure, because as Table 5 shows, 3 areal inches are required for 1
denier. The basic unit for measuring area is the areal foot, again a rectangle 1 linear foot by
1 linear rod. The areal foot is used to measure areas as large as or larger than an areal foot
but smaller than an areal rod. An areal foot is also called 6 deniers of measure, again relat-
ing the name of the unit to deniers. The areal rod (pertica superﬁciale) is a large square mea-
suring 6 linear feet on each side or 36 deniers of measure. In measuring larger strips, one
side is always 1 rod and the other side is so many rods. Again, diﬀerent names may be used.
An area 1 rod by 4 rods equals 4 areal rods or 1 scala or 144 deniers of measure.
Following upon the list of dimensional names and deﬁnitions, the treatise instructs its
student on how to move from one set of units to another in several simple multiplication
problems. Complete familiarity with the various measurements was required for an easy
change from square feet to soldi of measure, much as in English measurements 27 square
feet equals 3 square yards. For instance, in the abridger’s tract, “multiplying 4 feet by 1 rod
makes 2 soldi.” Since a rod is 6 feet, the answer is 24 square feet or 2 soldi, as shown in
Table 5. The need to maintain a sense of equilibrium between rectangular and square areas
is evident. With this preparation a series of solved problems illustrates the use and inter-
change of various units of measurement. A discussion on ﬁnding the area of a rhombus fol-
lows. It includes the Pythagorean theorem for ﬁnding diagonals. This exercise completes
the instructions for the use and interrelationship of units of linear and areal measurement.
The sequence of material in the abridgment next oﬀers the table of contents as an overview
of what is to come, the seven parts of the treatise. In this study the three major categories
describing the bulk of the abridgment follow.
4.3. Figures to be measured
Plots of land that would be surveyed, measured, and/or divided by an agrimensor dic-
tated the kinds of ﬁgures that would be measured. They are for the most part what we
would expect: the three types of triangles, quadrilaterals including squares, rhombi, and
kites, pentagons, hexagons, and circles including semicircles, segments, and sectors. Not
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Figure 1. Six trapezoids.
626 B. Hughesquite so expected, perhaps, are the convex and concave quadrilaterals. Unexpected and
consequently more interesting, at least in terminology, are ﬁve kinds of trapezoids, a word
the abridger does not use. Rather, he refers to quadrilaterals with one set of opposite par-
allel sides by unusual names. They are called mezzo capo tagliato (half headed), eghualmente
capo tagliato (isosceles), diversamente capo tagliato (scalene), capo decrinamente (leaning),
and pescio (ﬁsh). The Italian phrase capo tagliato means decapitated from a triangle. In
developing this section the abridger will give instructions on how to ﬁnd the dimensions
of the original triangle, as shown in Fig. 1.4.4. Tools for measuring
The successful agrimensor must be proﬁcient in the use of seven tools: sighting staﬀs, the
square quadrant and a mirror, a ﬁxed triangle and an archipendulum, tape measures, and
common sense. The use of staﬀs and mirrors is an addition to the treatise because Fibonacci
did not use them in De practica geometrie.
There are three staﬀs; one is 3 feet in length and the others are each 4 feet in length. One
of the latter, together with the 3-foot staﬀ, is used to ensure that two lines are parallel. One
4-foot staﬀ is used to measure the height of a tower given the distance from a point to the
base of the tower. Two staﬀs can measure the width of a river in two ways. Similarly two
are needed for measuring the height of a tower where the distance to the base is not mea-
surable. The details follow.
Among the tasks for an agrimensor was laying out parallel lines in an orchard before
trees were planted. Such is the rationale the abridger oﬀers for describing how to determine
if two lines are parallel; Fibonacci did not discuss the procedure in De practica geometrie.
Instead of measuring the distance between pairs of end points of the two lines, the abridger
sets up the problem geometrically, as seen in Fig. 2. To determine if two given lines ab and
cd are parallel, connect them by a nonperpendicular line ef. Points e and f are on the given
c
f                i
h
g
d
a
k               e
b
Figure 2. Two parallel lines with triangles on the transversal.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 627lines. Points g and h on the transversal are equidistant from points e and f respectively.
Draw lines gk and hi at right angles to line ef. If lines gk and hi are equal, then lines ab
and cd are parallel. By showing how to use two rods of lengths 3 and 4 to determine if
the angles at h and g are indeed right angles, he concludes this section [R 38:34–41:9].
Only one staﬀ is necessary for measuring the height of a tower where the distance from
the staﬀ to the base of the tower is known. The observer sets staﬀ ab perpendicular to the
ground so that after stepping back, he can see f, the top of the tower, just over a, the top of
the rod. Since he can measure ch, the distance from his position to just above the base of the
tower, as well as ga, the length of the staﬀ above his own horizontal sight, this proportion
follows: hfhc ¼ gagc. Adding his eyeball height cd to hf, he ﬁnds the height of the tower. This is
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 considers the case where the distance to the base of the tower is not
known because of an impediment between the base of the tower and point l.11 The setup
begins as above. Then, another staﬀ ki equal in height to al is set back so many paces,
say 30. Another sighting of the top of the tower is taken from point m. The solution follows
from fh ¼ ðagÞðgeÞðemgcÞ. An imaginary line ak parallel to line ge is required if one wishes to prove
the proportion by means of similar triangles [R 93:18–35, from G 331, n. 21:5–18]. The
setup and solution nearly resemble the Chinese Sea Island Problem.12
Dependent upon the choice of methods, one or two staﬀs are needed for measuring the
width of a river. This can be done in two ways. The ﬁrst method requires that some point e
be selected on the far bank of the river, so that its width is at right angles to a staﬀ ab
erected on the near bank. A second staﬀ cd shorter than ab is held at right angles to the
ﬁrst rod. The shorter staﬀ is raised or lowered so that by sighting along ad, you can see
point e on the same straight line as in Fig. 5. Thereby two similar triangles are made,
acd and abe. Consequently the width of the river is known. Fig. 6 illustrates the second
method. Lay the shorter staﬀ ab along the bank of the river. Place the longer staﬀ cd par-
allel to it. Move the longer staﬀ closer to or farther from the river, keeping angle cde a rightd
f
a
cgh
b
Figure 3. One triangle on a rectangle.
f
h
l          d           i
g                c          e
a                       k
m
Figure 4. Two joined triangles on a base.
11 The same problem appears in Victor [1979, 305–307].
12 Swetz [1992, 20 [1]:42–43].
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Figure 6. Right triangle enclosing a rectangle.
628 B. Hughesangle so that point e is visible from point c along point a. Hence arises the proportion
af
fc ¼ ebab. Thus eb ¼ ðabÞðaf Þfc . These techniques [R 95:7–28] can also be traced to the work of
Gerbert [G 333–334, nos. 24 and 25].
A single staﬀ is used to ﬁnd both the altitude and the base of a scalene triangle abc of
which the measures of lines ab and bc are known. The method is to lay the staﬀ along
ab from end b. Then from h, the upper end of the staﬀ, a perpendicular can be dropped
to point i on base bc. Thus right triangle bih is formed with the measures of all lines known
or measurable. Then from vertex a perpendicular ag is dropped to become the altitude to ag
in Fig. 7. By the appropriate proportion, the altitude is found, and the area follows [R 48:1–
13]. If ab and ac are known, then construct a small triangle with two sides similar in length
to the measures of ab and ac. Fit this up against the sides at the vertex a in Fig. 8. Then
appropriate proportions can be made to ﬁnd the length of line bc. The altitude of the small
triangle is also proportional to the altitude of triangle abc [R 46:29–47:8].
Two rods are used to ﬁnd the depth of a well, as shown in Fig. 9. The abridger did not
comment on the hidden assumption that the staﬀ is also a ruler. Place staﬀ ab across the
mouth of the well. Raise another staﬀ ad at right angles to the ﬁrst rod. The depth of
the well is bf. The shadow of staﬀ ad crosses staﬀ ab at c and touches the bottom of the
well at f. From this arises the proportion acad ¼ cbbf [R 95:29–96:6; G 331, n. 20].
Fig. 10 illustrates the use of the square quadrant abcd for measuring the length or width
of a plain. Place side cb along the side of the plain so that its end point f is in a straight line
with cb. Then, sighting from point d, mark point e, where the line of sight to f passes
through side ab. Hence, this proportion holds: cfcd ¼ adae. Therefore, the distance cf is known
[R 94:25–95:6; G 330, n. 19].
A mirror may also be used for ﬁnding the height of towers or trees. (The student is also
told that a bowl of water serves the same purpose.) Put the object on the ground. Step back
until you can see a, the top of the tower or mountain, reﬂected at b in the mirror. Then the
proportion eadc ¼ ebbc holds. To prove that the method is practical, the observer is instructed to
move the mirror back in a straight line and take another sighting, as shown in Fig. 11. A
scribal error is found in the text; it would have ad reﬂected as td. However, there is no lineh
 b               i          g            c
a
Figure 7. Scalene triangle with two perpendicu-
lar lines.
d                      e
a
 b                         g           c
Figure 8. Scalene triangle with cross inside.
add
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Figure 11. Set of composite trian-
gles.
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ferent letters.
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Figure 9. Triangleoverlapping
a rectangle.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 629ad; it should be at reﬂected as td. (The ﬁgure in the text has d in two places.) Then distance
eb is subtracted from et. The instructions say to do as before. But this is impossible because
the previous proportion does not admit the ratio of tb to ea [R 94:12–24; G 333, n. 232].
This may be an unfortunate addition by the abridger because Fibonacci did not use the
mirror as a tool for measuring heights.
The archipendulum is the medieval version of a level, which possibly originated with the
Egyptian A-frame level.13 As seen in Fig. 12, the two legs are equal in length, the midpiece
(un bastoncello) is marked at its center, and a lead bob on a string hangs from the vertex.
This instrument makes possible the measurement of the height of hills and valleys, namely
the length of the side from top to bottom and the distance from the bottom to the center of
the hill directly below its top. The abridger assumes that the slope of the hill is constant. If
not, his instructions are easily adapted to other circumstances. The method brieﬂy is this.
Hold, say, a two-rod staﬀ horizontally, one end against the side of the hill. Let someone put
the legs of the archipendulum onto the rod. Raise or lower the outer end of the rod until the
bob puts the string against the center of the midpiece. At that point the two-rod staﬀ is par-
allel to the horizon, as seen in Fig. 13. Fix another staﬀ at right angles to the outer end of
the ﬁrst staﬀ so that its lower end touches the ground. The slope of the land and the two
rods form a right triangle. The lengths of the three sides of the triangle are known. Move
the two ﬁxed pieces down the hill, as shown in Fig. 13. Simply by counting the number of
times the rods are moved down the hill, the two dimensions of the hill can be computed [R
74:1–76:4].
The sixth tool is a set of two tapes unequal in length. One tape is a rod long and
measures any curved boundary simply by being ﬁtted along the curve as many times as
is necessary to determine its length [R 68:30–37]. The length of the other tape is not deﬁned
in the text but is easily supposed to be very long, perhaps 100 rods. Its purpose is to dis-Figure 13. Set of four triangles with bobs on the
side of a large triangle.
Figure 12. Triangle with arc and bob.
13 Lewis [2001, 29].
630 B. Hughescover the midpoint of a triangular piece of land that is not easily found. Having ﬁxed one
end of the tape at a vertex and holding the other end in hand, the agrimensor walks along
the side opposite the vertex. As he does so, he draws in the slack of the tape until a next step
would require him to let out some of the tape. This point where the length of the tape is the
shortest is the altitude of the triangular piece of land [R 46:11–28].
Common sense is seldom remarked upon as a tool, but surely it is. The abridger does not
use the term; that is true. However, he applies it when he admonishes his student when con-
fronted with the problem of measuring a plot of land that does not ﬁt any of the foregoing
ﬁgures. He tells them that the area of any multisided ﬁeld can be found by marking it oﬀ
into “two triangles less than the number of sides” of the ﬁeld. Then he observes that any
such ﬁgure can also be divided into one or more quadrilaterals and one or more triangles,
the area of the whole being equal to the sum of the areas of the parts. Thereupon he walks
the student through two problems, to ﬁnd the areas of a ﬁve-sided ﬁeld and a six-sided plot
of ground [R 61:11–62:18].144.5. Measuring the ﬁelds
In what follows all areas except for the circle and allied ﬁgures are triangular, quadrilat-
eral, or a combination of the two; larger polygonal ﬁgures can be reduced to triangles and
quadrilaterals. To ﬁnd triangular areas the abridger assumes that the three sides ab, ac, and
bc are known, the altitude ad being desired. Using verbal techniques that can be traced to
Euclid, Elements, II.12 and 13, he ﬁnds the appropriate length bd or dc by a method easily
reduced to one of these modern formulas for use in Fig. 14:
1:
ab2 þ bc2  ac2
2bc
 
¼ bd
2:
ac2 þ bc2  ab2
2bc
 
¼ dc
3:
1
2
bc ab
2  ac2
bc
 
¼ dc; bd
4:
bc
2
 acþ ab
2
 
ac bc
bc=2
 
¼ bd:
Then the altitude ad is found by the Pythagorean theorem [R 42:5–39].15 A curious but nec-
essary remark: in Formula 4 the quantity ac  bc must be positive, something the formula
does not indicate. Rather, the abridger cautions the student to subtract bc from ac or ac
from bc to obtain a positive answer.
The equilateral triangle is in a class by itself [R 42:40–43:40]. It does not require any of
the foregoing methods. Instead the abridger oﬀers four methods. With the traditional areal
formula in mind and given side s, the abridger ﬁrst ﬁnds the area in so many words by this
procedure:
s
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2  s
2
 2r
:14 B 83:21–36 lacks the formula for ﬁnding the number of triangles in a polygon.
15 B 35:1–34 join formulas # 2 and # 4.
ab d c
Figure 14. Scalene triangle with dotted line.
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Figure 15. Scalene triangle with several dotted
lines.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 631To ﬁnd a square root the abridger walks the student through the steps of the Old Babylo-
nian or so-called Hindu method for ﬁnding the square root.16 This with half the side yields
the area. For the next method he multiplies the square of the altitude found above by the
square of the side. The square root of the product is the desired area. Finally he shows two
additional ways to compute the area of an equilateral triangle:
ð1Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
16
s4
r
;
ð2Þ 13
30
s2:
Two examples with isosceles triangles conclude the section on acute triangles, the ﬁrst by
Fibonacci, the second by the abridger. For the ﬁrst Fibonacci simply says to measure the
altitude to the base and then multiply it by half the base. If the altitude cannot be measured,
then use the Pythagorean theorem to ﬁnd it. In the second case the abridger envisions a
right isosceles triangle of sides 20 rods and hypotenuse
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
800
p
, which is given as “28 2
7
pogho
meno.” Regardless, he ﬁnds the area in the usual manner to be 200 square rods [R 44:1–24].
Three ways of computing the area of obtuse triangles are oﬀered, given the measures of
the sides and depending on which altitude is desired. To use the Pythagorean theorem for
determining the length of an altitude, the abridger requires ﬁrst one of these methods:
ð1Þ be ¼ ac
2  ab2  bc2
2bc
ð2Þ bf ¼ ac
2  ab2  bc2
2ab
ð3Þ bh ¼ ðaeÞðbcÞ
ac
or
ðcf ÞðabÞ
ac
:
As can be seen in Fig. 15, either of the ﬁrst two methods lengthens a line so that the
Pythagorean theorem can be applied to produce an altitude outside the triangle. Procedure
(3) for ﬁnding the interior altitude requires a prior use of formula 1 or 2 and then the
Pythagorean theorem to ﬁnd ae or cf. Again the formulas represent so many words [R
44:25–46:2].1716 The same problem is in Liber Mensurationum, where the square root is simply stated as “octo et
due tercie vicinius” [Busard, 1968, 111 <111>].
17 B 38:11–40 lacks formula 3. See also Busard [1968, 117 <141>].
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Figure 17. Concave quadrilateral.
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Figure 16. Kite with three dotted lines.
632 B. HughesTriangles lead to quadrangles. The abridger focuses on four types: rectangles, parallelo-
grams (which he calls rhombi or rhomboids), trapezoids, and other quadrilaterals such as
kites. Since the abridger attended to the dimensions of rectangles above [R 26:2–32:38],
here he considers the others beginning with the parallelogram. He ﬁnds areas of the paral-
lelograms in the usual way, length times altitude. If the altitude and lengths of the sides are
known, then the Pythagorean theorem can ﬁnd the diameters. Without the altitude but
knowing the sides and one diameter, any of the three formulas for ﬁnding altitudes of
triangles discussed above can be used.
The section on trapezoids is more interesting in view of the eight pages of text that the
abridger devotes to the various kinds. The introductory paragraph identiﬁes the six forms
that a trapezoid may take, as shown above. For all practical purposes the area of a trap-
ezoid is found in the usual way: the product of the sum of the bases by half the altitude. The
only real challenge is computing the altitude. The procedure is simple: subtract the upper
base from the lower base, resulting in a parallelogram and a triangle. Careful use of one of
the methods above for ﬁnding the altitude of a triangle will usually yield the altitude of the
trapezoid. The Pythagorean theorem may be used. The altitude of the second type of ﬁsh,
however, is simply measured. We may wonder why this same instruction was not given for
all the other trapezoids [R 50–57].
Convex and concave quadrilaterals lack parallel sides. The abridger deﬁnes them cor-
rectly. The convex quadrilateral has both diagonals within as in Fig. 16, and the concave
has one outside, as seen in Fig. 17. The areas are found by appropriate triangulation, or
in the case of the convex ﬁgure, line ce produces a leaning trapezoid and a triangle [R
59:16–61:9].
Figures with both curved and straight boundaries receive the abridger’s attention, as
seen in Figs. 18 and 19. He asserts that smaller triangles can be ﬁtted onto the bulge or
in the dent, “cioe` che avesse pecto o ﬁanco,” of the triangles, and so on until the area
between the curve and its base is exhausted, “non remanendone nulla cosa, cioe` nulla secta”
[R 62:19–38].18
The thinking of the last section leads the abridger to begin anew by inscribing a square
within a circle. Then he constructs triangles on its side, then more triangles on the sides ofFigure 18. Sector with dotted lines. Figure 19. Triangular ﬁgure with dotted lines.
18 B 86:5 considers only “aream ventris.”
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Figure 21. Circle with diameter and triangle.
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Figure 20. Circle with chord and diameter.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 633the ﬁrst triangles, and so on until the area between the sides of the triangles and the circum-
ference of the circle is exhausted: “facendo trianghuli di tucto ’l cerchio non rimanendo
nulla cosa cioe` nulla saecta, poratrai cogliere l’aiai di tucto” [R 63:18].19
Having shown how to dissect the area of a circle into a square and triangles, a technique
for ﬁnding the area of a circle that he calls questo modo grosso, he investigates circumfer-
ence, diameter, and area, using the constant 3 1
7
:
C ¼ 3 1
7
D
A ¼ D
2
 
C
2
 
A ¼ 11
14
 
D2:
For the Pisan agrimensor, however, the area in panora is one-seventh the square of the
diameter [R 63:26–67:17].
To ﬁnd the diameter of a circle, draw a line between any two points b and d on the cir-
cumference. Bisect it. The perpendicular segment joining points a and c is the diameter. Its
midpoint f is the center of the circle, as in Fig. 20. With this preparation the abridger will
introduce the well-known theorem from Euclid, Elements, VI.13, (ae)(ec) = be2. To ﬁnd the
area of sector fbadf in Fig. 21, he multiplies the radius by half the arc surrounding the seg-
ment. The area of segment bad is found by subtracting the area of the isosceles triangle bfd.
This section concludes by seeking the area of the inside of a bowl. The example, a bowl of
circumference 22, suggests that the area of a hemisphere was considered. First, measure its
circumference. Next, ﬁnd the diameter by dividing the circumference by 3 1
7
[R 67:18–
68:19].20
Finally, Cristofano, not the abridger, states that the surface area of the bowl equals 11
21
D3.
This is incorrect. The formula yields the volume of the hemisphere. Note the similarity to
the formula for the area of a circle in the second areal formula above [R 68:20–30]. The
correct formula for the surface area is 22
7
 
D2
2
 
. Further, this section is not in M.21
As for other circular measurements, the abridger instructs the reader on how to ﬁnd the
areas of two minor ﬁgures, sectorlike and oval. Two of the sides of the former in Fig. 22
may or may not be radii of a circle. Regardless, by drawing line bd, a triangle is19 See B 87:13–43, where Fibonacci ﬁnds the area in a diﬀerent though equivalent way.
20 Busard [1968, 119 <147>, 120 <148>].
21 B 184–185 shows a diﬀerent approach.
Figure 23. Oval with diameters.
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Figure 22. Semicircle on side of a triangle.
634 B. Hughesconstructed. Its area with the area of the segment is easily found. The two diameters of the
oval in Fig. 23 are unequal and at right angles to each other. The area of the two halves
bounded by the longer diameter and their arcs are found as though they were segments
of a circle. Or a series of triangles may be constructed within each half, as described several
times above [R 73:13–36].
By actual count, nearly 20% of the text would train the student “to divide a piece of real
estate among its owners” [R 76–94]. Many of the problems were based on an Arabic text
studied by Archibald [1915] in a Latin translation (hereafter A with proposition numbers).
The conﬁgurations may be triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, hexagons, and circles.
Some divisions are common to some ﬁgures. For instance, if a triangle or parallelogram
is to be divided into two equal parts from a point on a side, the point is the midpoint
and the dividing line is drawn to the opposite vertex or corresponding midpoint on the
opposite side for parallelograms. Similarly, if a triangle or parallelogram is to be divided
along a side into three proportional parts, say 1
2
; 1
3
; and 1
6
; ﬁrst bisect the side of the triangle
or one set of opposite sides of a parallelogram. Then trisect one of the half-segments.
Finally, draw lines to the opposite vertex or side from the point of bisection and the point
of trisection closer to the end point of the ﬁgure. The ﬁgure has been divided as required.
The most interesting divisions are challenges such as dividing a piece of property into
two or more parcels from a point that is not the midpoint on the base lines, or dividing
the parcel from an angle. The abridger explains how to cut a triangular plot into two equal
parcels of land from a point that is not the midpoint on the base, and similarly the section
of a parallelogram into a half, a third, and a sixth.
To divide a triangular plot in two equal parts from a point on the base that is not the
midpoint, begin by bisecting triangle abc by line ae from midpoint e as seen in Fig. 24. Then
from f the point of required division, draw a second line to the vertex a. Returning to the
midpoint, draw line eg parallel to line af. Finally, connect points g and f. Quadrilateral abfg
is equal in area to triangle gfc. Because of the parallel lines, triangles afg and afe are equal
in area. One of these is exchanged for the other to make the quadrangle and triangle equal
in area. I name this technique “the cross-hatch method” [R 77:26–78:10; A 3].b f e
c
g
a
Figure 24. Triangle with cross-hatch lines.
l
k
i
c
f
g
d
b
a
Figure 25. Rectangle with cross-hatch lines.
ih
a
gcfb
Figure 26. Triangle with cross-hatch lines and a
dotted line.
a
d
b
e g
f
c
Figure 27. Triangle with two parallel lines.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 635To begin the trisection of a parallelogram from an angle trisect line ad at points f and i.
Draw line bf from vertex b, which is the desired angle for the trisection. Construct line fc
parallel to line ab, draw line ic parallel to line fb, and connect points b and i as seen in
Fig. 25. Now the area of triangle abi equals the area of quadrilateral abcf, a third of quad-
rilateral abgd. The remaining two-thirds is easily bisected by line kl drawn from the mid-
points of lines id and bg. Thus quadrilaterals bilk and kldg are equal in area. The
problem is solved [R 83:13–29].
Returning to triangles, two additional ways of dividing the area into a half, a third, and a
sixth are explored. If a point such as f in the triangle in Fig. 26 initiates the division, then
the cross-hatch method is the primary tool. Hence the areas of quadrilateral abfh and tri-
angle hfg are equal. Then ﬁnd point i, a third of the way from g to f. Draw hi. Triangle hig is
one-third of triangle hfg and one-sixth of triangle abg [R 81:4–15]. If, on the other hand,
half of triangle abc is to include angle a, as in the triangle in Fig. 27, the bisection is made
from point d in line ad ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
ðabÞ2
q
: Then point e is found by the formula ae ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5
6
ðabÞ2
q
;
expressed in so many words [R 78:11–79:17 and 81:16–31].
The abridger identiﬁes three groups of quadrangles. The ﬁrst has opposite sides and
angles equal, the second has only two sides parallel, and the third has unequal sides and
angles. There are nine cases, and the cross-hatch method is omnipresent. The ﬁrst group
of squares, rectangles, and parallelograms can be bisected from midpoints on opposite sides
and divided into halves, thirds, and sixths by lines connecting obvious points. Division
from an angle is equally obvious, as is partition into a half, a third, and a sixth [R 82:1–
84:13; A 9].
Five trapezoids compose the second set of quadrilaterals with only one set of parallel
sides. They are easily bisected from the midpoints on the parallel sides. They may also
be bisected from one angle or from two opposite angles. In the ﬁrst case, shown in
Fig. 28, the procedure begins with a line drawn from the midpoints, e and f, of the parallel
sides. Then mark point c between points b and f, such that the distance cf equals ed. Draw
line cd. By the cross-hatch method quadrilateral abcd equals triangle cdg in area. Bisecting
from two angles as in Fig. 29 begins as in the former case with point c found as before.h
a
b
d
g
e
fc
Figure 29. Trapezoid with cross-hatch lines cut
by a dotted line.
c f
e
g
d
b
a
Figure 28. Trapezoid with cross-hatch lines,
two of which are dotted.
kh
g
d
b
i
a
Figure 30. Trapezoid with cross-hatch lines.
l
m
a
i
b
d
g
Figure 31. Trapezoid with midlines.
636 B. HughesThen the opposite vertices are joined. The cross-hatch method completes the bisection.
Quadrilateral abcd equals triangle cdg in area [R 85:6–40].
A trapezoid can be bisected from one or two midpoints not on the parallel sides. For the
ﬁrst case in Fig. 30, ﬁnd point h by the two-angle bisection method. Then set up the cross-
hatch method by drawing a line from h to i, the midpoint of ab, constructing line bk parallel
to ih, and connecting the other points as shown in Fig. 30. Quadrilateral ibgk equals quad-
rilateral ikda. Partition from two midpoints requires line dl drawn parallel to side ab and its
midpoint m found as seen in Fig. 31. Drawing lines im and mg ﬁnishes the bisection [R
86:18–87:11].
To bisect a trapezoid from a point, say o, that is not the midpoint of a side, ﬁrst ﬁnd
point h by the two-angle bisection method. Then draw line oh and complete the cross-hatch
method as shown in Fig. 32. Therefore, quadrilateral aoqd equals quadrilateral obgq. This
method can be used to cut any quadrilateral in two equal areas from any point on a side. In
order to take less than half the area of a scalene quadrilateral, begin by drawing line dg par-
allel to line ab as in Fig. 33. Then a third is marked oﬀ on ab and dg. Lines hi and ic are
drawn, and the trisection is completed. Area hbci is one third of area abcd [R 87:12–
88:16; A 38].
Where in De practica geometrie Fibonacci showed how to bisect just two irregular pen-
tagons, one concave and the other convex, the abridger oﬀers instructions for bisecting nine
irregular pentagons. The abridger’s instructions are valid for just two cases. First, draw
pentagon abcde so that line ec is parallel to side ab. Then a line joining their midpoints f
and g bisects the quadrilateral abce. Triangle cde is easily bisected to complete the task.
The abridger makes two cases out of this, as seen in Fig. 34, discussing whether or not line
fgd is the shortest line connecting points f and d. The method for bisecting the ﬁgure is the
same. He apparently tries to use the cross-hatch method to bisect the seven other pentagons
much as he had quadrilaterals. The method fails either because the instructions are incom-
plete or because it cannot be proved [R 88:18–90:15].
To measure hexagonal pieces of land, De practica geometrie exempliﬁes a single method
that begins by drawing one line to create two quadrilaterals. The abridger, however, goes
on his own and considers three cases. The ﬁrst (Fig. 35) has a line joining two vertices, par-q
h
a
o
b g
d
Figure 32. Trapezoid with cross-hatch lines.
c
h
a
d
i
gb
Figure 33. Quadrilateral with three lines.
af
b
e
g
c
d
Figure 34. Pentagon with midlines.
l
i
c
d
e
f
b
h
a
Figure 35. Hexagon with midlines.
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 637allel to a side. In the second (Fig. 36), there are no such parallel lines. And the third
(Fig. 37) seeks to make a division from a point on a side. In the ﬁrst case points h, i and
l are midpoints connected by lines hi and il, and the ﬁgure is bisected. In the second ﬁgure,
midpoint h is not used. First, draw kl, and afterward, draw im parallel to kl. Finally, com-
plete the cross-hatch for line il to bisect the quadrilateral cdef. The third case is cumber-
some. The abridger does not tell the student how to ﬁnd point m. And so the method
fails [R 91:4–30].
The section on circles and semicircle completes the measurement of geometric ﬁgures. It
would divide a circle and a semicircle in two equal parts and in three equal parts. The ﬁrst
division begins by connecting any two points on the circumference and then drawing a per-
pendicular through the midpoint of the chord to the circumference. Thus the diameter is
found and its midpoint is the center of the circle. The division of either ﬁgure in three equal
parts is done in a similar way, by dividing the arc in three equal parts and then drawing
lines from the points of division to the center [R 91:31–92:40]. After this solution the
abridgement concludes:
Explicit Practiche geometrie5. Conclusions
Fibonacci’s writings impacted medieval mathematics far beyond his expectation. Liber
abaci inﬂuenced untold numbers of similar texts. De practica geometrie is mentioned in
the title of half a dozen medieval geometries that I have seen, even though some material
ranged far outside what Fibonacci had oﬀered. My study here describes the work of an
abridger, either an agrimensor or a maestro d’abaco, who wished a manual for the practi-
tioner or the student. Six of the seven chapters were extracted from Fibonacci’s De practica
geometrie, the last and seventh chapter from the Geometria usually ascribed to Gerbertn
m
k
a
h
b
f
e
d
c
Figure 37. Hexagon with cross-hatch lines.Figure 36. Hexagon with cross-hatch lines cut
by another line.
638 B. Hughesd’Aurillac. The treatise exists in three nearly identical Italian copies in the Pisan dialect
made in the late 14th and early 15th centuries. The manuscripts show that the abridger
was competent in his choice of material: deﬁnitions, units of measurement, ﬁgures to be
measured, tools for measuring, and solved problems about ﬁelds. The abridgement is com-
pact, concise, and useful. It speaks well for practical geometry in the late Middle Ages.
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Appendix I:. Concordance of passages from R to BoncompagniR Boncompagni
23:1–7 1:1–21
23:7–32 1:22–39
24:2–19 1:39–2:5
25:7–19 2:37–42
25:29–35 2:42–3:2
26:2–36 3:10–36
26:36–17:19 3:36–4:13
27:19–33 4:13–39
27:34–28:9 5:39–6:12
28:27–29:17 6:26–43
30:30–31:2 7:43–8:4,
8:13–18
31:3–32:34 8:32–42
32:39–33:14 73:25–74:8
33:14–34:3 74:21–39
34:5–20 74:8–18
34:22–35 1:9–22
Chapter 1
35:2–12 30:26–38
35:13–31 32:25–42
35:32–36:5 33:7–18
36:6–26 33:18–32
41:11–28 35:36–39
41:28–42:4 36:18–24
42:5–9 35:1–5
42:9–17 35:5–17
42:17–21 35:23–34
42:22–27 35:17–23
42:40–43:25 34:4–22
43:25–32 34:22–26
43:32–40 34:26–29
R Boncompagni
44:1–13 34:29–35
44:14–24 33:7–18
44:26–46:2 38:11–29
46:3–47:8 43:29–44:16
47:9–40 40:7–19
48:1–13 42:1–43:27
Chapter 2
48:15–28 56:24–28
48:26–49:24 77:28–78:5
50:22–36 80:29–81:4
51:18–33 81:28–34
51:34–52:33 78:25–79:4
52:34–53:2 79:43–80:29
53:3–9 79:4–8
53:9–23 79:7–14
53:36–54:40 81:35–82:10
55:1–11 82:28–32
55:13–26 82:32–39
56:13–26 82:39–83:8
57:15–28 83:9–14
57:22–58:6 83:39–41
60:39–61:9 83:32–35
Chapter 3
61:11–22 83:39–84:2
61:23–62:11 84:11–15
62:19–38 86:1–14
Chapter 4
62:39–63:25 87:13–43
63:34–38 86:16–18
64:1–13 86:19–21
R Boncompagni
64:14–38 86:23–36
64:39–65:17 87:43–88:16
65:37–66:39 93:35–94:18,
94:21–32
66:40–67:24 91:42–92:11
69:30–37 95:25–31
68:37–69:10 95:32–41
69: Table 96: Table
70:1–73:12 98:5–100:10
73:13–26 101:13–18
73:27–37 101:22–27
Chapter 5
74:1–11 107:15–108:10
74:11–37 108:10–31
75:1–26 108:31–41
Chapter 6
76:7–17 110:31–38
76:19–23 111:41–112:5
77:26–78:10 112:5–16
78:11–37 119:7–32
78:37–79:17 119:32–41
79:18–31 119:42–120:16
R Boncompagni
79:32–80:10 120:30–42
80:11–27 122: 8–26
81:33–39 122:28–39
82:1–16 123:3–9
82:16–23 123:14–31
82:23–83:2 122:36–123:7
83:3–12 124:14–24
83:30–84:13 125:14–24
84:15–20 125:27–31
84:20–85:6 126:31–127:2
85:6–29 127:19–29
85:29–40 127:29–39
86:2–16 138:28–38
87:12–19 128:6–12
87:20–25 128:16–22
87:25–35 137:8–17
87:36–88:16 140:25–35
88:18–28 143:39–144:17
88:33–37 144:6–17
91:31–92:4 145:18–29
92:5–11 145:29–39
92:12–29 147:29–37
92:30–40 148:4–13
Chapter 7 None
Fibonacci’s De practica geometrie Abridged 639Appendix II:. An alternate hypothesis
In his dedicatory introduction to De practica geometrie, Fibonacci remarked that the
present work is an enlargement upon “a work he had already begun” (opus iam dudum
inceptum). This was a work he never completed. Rather he enlarged upon it in every
way. To my knowledge this initial document has not been located. (Where it might be is
suggested at the end of this note.) Several suppositions about this opus iam dudum inceptum
are worth considering.
First, when Fibonacci began it he wrote on parchment. Now people in the Middle Ages
did not toss parchment away as we discard used paper. Hence it is reasonable to suppose
that the incomplete tract continued to exist for a period of time, at least for some time after
Fibonacci had ﬁnished the composition of De practica geometrie (unless it was scraped and
used again). A further supposition may be made about the incompleteness of opus iam
dudum inceptum. This is suggested by one of the most outstanding diﬀerences between
the completed work and the abridgements. Where the completed geometry has a rather
simple presentation in Chapter 7 of problems and tools for measuring heights of trees,
two of the abridgements oﬀer an excerpt from Gerbert’s Geometria that is much more use-
ful. Apparently Fibonacci either was not conversant with the work of this monk or chose
not to use it.
My alternate hypothesis is this: some enterprising person found the opus iam dudum
inceptum. It needed a discussion of tools for measuring heights of trees, breadths of rivers,
640 B. Hughesand depths of wells. He found this information in Gerbert’s Geometria and added it to com-
plete the tract. It was this ﬁnished treatise written in Latin that was translated into Italian
either for manuscript E or its ancestor. If the Latin manuscript exits today, I would look for
it in the Archives of the City of Pisa, because the library catalogs I consulted do not list a
likely candidate.
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